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Abstract: Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) has become a common tool for the brain mapping of a
wide variety of cognitive functions. Because TMS over cortical regions of interest other than motor cortex
often does not produce easily observable effects, the ability to calibrate TMS intensity for stimulation over
nonmotor regions can be problematic. Previous studies reported no correlation between motor thresholds
(MT) over the motor cortex and phosphene thresholds (PT) over the visual cortex. However, different
thresholding methods, lighting, and eye-closure conditions were used to determine MT and PT. We investigated the correlation between resting MT (rMT), active MT (aMT), and PT in 27 dark-adapted healthy volunteers. All thresholds were measured with eyes-open in the dark and determined by gradually reducing
stimulation intensity downward. All subjects had aMT and rMT; 21 subjects had measurable PT. rMT was
70.4% 6 9.8% (mean 6 SD of maximum stimulator output); aMT was 61.1% 6 7.9%; PT was 82.2% 6
10.1%. A signiﬁcant positive correlation was found between aMT and PT (r ¼ 0.53; P ¼ 0.014) with a trend
toward correlation between rMT and PT (r ¼ 0.43; P ¼ 0.052). Our results suggest that sensitivity to TMS
over visual and motor cortices may be correlated under similar thresholding procedures. They also provide
a rationale for the use of easily obtained aMT to calibrate TMS intensities in brain mapping studies that
employ TMS in cortical regions besides motor cortex. Hum Brain Mapp 29:662–670, 2008. V 2007 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION
Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) is a noninvasive method for brain stimulation that has become an important modality for mapping brain–behavior relationships
in cognitive neuroscience [Robertson et al., 2003]. In contrast to correlational neuroimaging methods, such as fMRI
or PET, TMS interacts with ongoing brain activity around
the region of cortex where induced current under the coil
is produced. Consequently, TMS can be used to directly
evaluate the critical and causal signiﬁcance of the stimulated areas. In conjunction with behavioral tasks, TMS
studies can directly demonstrate causal relationships
between brain areas and tasks. For example, TMS over the
occipital lobe can disrupt Braille reading in congenitally
blind individuals [Cohen et al., 1997], TMS over Broca’s
area can interfere with imitation of hand postures [Heiser
et al., 2003], and TMS over the posterior parietal cortex can
disrupt feedforward error correction in visually guided
aiming [Desmurget et al., 1999].
TMS effects depend on factors, such as cortical target,
TMS coil geometry, pulse waveform, and stimulation parameters, such as intensity, frequency, and number of
pulses. While the nature of the brain mapping experiment
can determine cortical targets of interest, the choice of stimulation parameters is not always straightforward. Even if all
technical factors that determine the topography and strength
of the magnetic ﬁeld are identical, individual differences in
the intrinsic responsiveness, or excitability, of each subject’s
brain to stimulation will introduce unwanted variability in
TMS effects [Robertson et al., 2003]. To assure comparability
between experimental conditions, TMS intensities should be
ideally calibrated such that TMS pulses produce a constant
neurophysiological effect across subjects.
In addition to being variable across subjects, excitability
also varies across different cortical regions and in different
contexts within a given subject [Robertson et al., 2003].
Over the motor cortex, excitability can be quantiﬁed using
a measurable motor evoked potential response (MEP) in a
contralateral muscle. The motor threshold (MT) is commonly deﬁned as the minimum TMS intensity that elicits a
MEP above a minimal size and is routinely determined in
each individual subject prior to an experiment. Experimental stimulation intensities can then be set at a percentage
of this MT, which assures that a suprathreshold TMS intensity used over the motor cortex in one subject will be
equivalently suprathreshold for another. Over the occipital
cortex, excitability can be assessed using TMS-induced
phosphenes as a region-speciﬁc response measure. Analogous to MT, a phosphene threshold (PT) can be deﬁned as
the minimum TMS intensity that elicits perception of phosphenes. The PT then becomes a valid reference intensity
for TMS studies of visual perception [Boroojerdi et al.,
2002; Gothe et al., 2002; Hotson and Anand, 1999;
Kammer, 1999; Stewart et al., 2001a].
The uncertainty in calibrating intensities across subjects
for brain regions beyond the motor and visual cortices
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potentially increases the variance of TMS effects, reduces
statistical power of TMS studies, and represents a major limitation when considering applications of TMS as a brain
mapping tool across multiple cortical regions [Robertson
et al., 2003]. The assumption that a relevant proportion of
TMS threshold measures between different neocortical
regions could reﬂect a shared component of within-individual responsiveness to TMS has been criticized by previous studies that demonstrated no correlation between MT
and PT [Antal et al., 2003b; Boroojerdi et al., 2002; Gerwig
et al., 2003; Stewart et al., 2001b].
However, none of those studies used similar methods to
determine both thresholds (see Table I). For example, while
PT is usually measured under dark-adapted conditions, MT
is not. The approach toward threshold (upwards, downwards, or variable) is not consistent between or within studies [Antal et al., 2003b; Boroojerdi et al., 2002; Gerwig et al.,
2003; Stewart et al., 2001b]. Furthermore, other factors may
have led to additional confounds in previous studies. For
example, paired pulses of TMS, which enhance phosphene
perception, have been used over the visual cortex in contrast
to single TMS pulses over the motor cortex [Antal et al.,
2003b; Boroojerdi et al. 2002] or different machines were
used for PT and MT determinations [Antal et al., 2003b].
Since MTs can be affected by these factors [Leon-Sarmiento
et al., 2005; Tranulis et al., 2006], the possibility exists that
these different methodological factors could have limited
the detection of a correlation between MT and PT.
The aim of the present study was to investigate the relationship between MT and PT with psychophysically similar thresholding procedures over motor and visual cortices.
Speciﬁcally, we sought to determine all thresholds under
both dark-adapted conditions and a uniform systematic
downward approach toward threshold with single TMS
pulses from the same TMS coil. A ﬁnding of a signiﬁcant
MT and PT correlation would suggest some level of common excitability across these two cortical regions. In addition, a signiﬁcant result would provide a rationale to the
practice of calibrating TMS intensities over different cortical regions using MT.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS
Subjects
We recruited and obtained informed consent from 27
healthy subjects excluding those with a previous history of
neurological or psychiatric disorders, who did not take
any regular medications, and who did not have exclusions
relevant to TMS. Study procedures were approved by the
UCLA Medical Institutional Review Board.

TMS Procedures
All subjects were dark-adapted for the study by donning
lightproof goggles at the start of the experimental session.
Goggles were adjusted to ensure that no light was visible.
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SP ¼ single-pulse, PP ¼ paired-pulse, NI ¼ no information, MSO ¼ maximum stimulator output.
1
MT and PT determined on different days.
2
15 minutes of dark adaptation.
3
45 minutes of dark adaptation.

from above,
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light-proof
goggles3
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SP
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Antal et al.,
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Stewart et al.,
2001b

V1
M1
V1
M1
V1
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Coil Position (Handle)
Approach to Threshold
Eye/Light Conditions

PT
Mode
Subjects
(# with PT)

TABLE I. Review of Correlational TMS Studies Reporting No Signiﬁcant Correlation Between MT and PT
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Goggles were designed not to produce pressure on eyelids
and preserve normal blinking. The room was darkened.
Participants were continually reminded to keep eyes open
and to ﬁxate forward throughout each thresholding procedure. Since different examiners may constitute a signiﬁcant
source of variability [Chaudry et al., 1991], we had the
same two investigators present at every session who
supervised a consistent application of methods. Each investigator conducted the same thresholding procedure
throughout this study. One investigator performed all
motor thresholding procedures. A second investigator was
only interested in measuring PT for a vision study that
required participants to see phosphenes, and performed all
subsequent phosphene thresholding procedures. The second investigator was blinded to the purpose of this study
since no correlation was expected to be found. In addition,
the thresholding procedures were spread out over the
course of several weeks, and no correlation analysis was
computed until all subjects for the vision study were
enrolled.
Thresholding procedures were conducted on the same
day in the following order: (1) measurement of resting
motor threshold (rMT), (2) active motor threshold (aMT),
and (3) phosphene threshold (PT). Goggles were worn for
at least 15 min before rMT thresholding procedures began.
Adaptation to dark was present for 45 min by the time
PT procedures began. To ensure parallel procedures, all
thresholds were measured by consistently starting from a
clearly suprathreshold intensity and gradually reducing
stimulation intensity in steps of 1% until threshold intensity was obtained. No thresholds were approached from
below. Participants wore a tight lycra cap, on which grids
were drawn over the region of the left primary motor cortex and left occipital visual areas.
We used a Magstim SuperRapid biphasic stimulator
with a ﬁgure-8 coil (14 cm width) for all motor and PT.
All following thresholds are expressed in percent of maximum stimulator output (MSO) (peak ﬁeld strength 2 T).

Motor Thresholding Procedures
For rMT and aMT, the ﬁgure-8 coil was held tangentially to the skull and mediolaterally with the handle
pointing backwards and at a 458 angle from the sagittal
midline [Brasil-Neto et al., 1992]. Thus, the induced current pointed forward in a roughly perpendicular manner
to the ﬁctitious line of the central sulcus.
Surface EMG electrodes were placed over the right ﬁrst
dorsal interosseus (FDI) muscle. EMG was sampled at 1
kHZ, ampliﬁed, and 1-1 kHz bandpass ﬁltered. MEP sizes
were measured as peak-to-peak amplitudes. Aliasing of
higher frequency components in the EMG signal, where
power is minimal, is unlikely to affect thresholding results.
To measure rMT, single pulses of TMS were delivered
over the left motor cortex, while the right FDI was kept
relaxed. Trials where baseline EMG, in an interval 100 ms
prior to TMS pulse, showed visible EMG activity (>20 lV)
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were discarded. TMS pulses were delivered, while the coil
was moved systematically, ﬁrst at and then, between grid
points. The location that evoked the largest and most reliable MEP amplitudes was designated the motor hotspot.
Starting suprathreshold intensities induced clearly distinguishable MEP’s with every TMS pulse. Intensities were
then lowered by 1% decrements. The lowest intensity with
the coil at the motor hotspot for which peak-to-peak MEP
amplitudes greater than 50 lV occurred in at least 5 out of
10 trials was designated the rMT.
For aMT, subjects were asked to squeeze a small cylinder with a light steady pinch grip, while FDI activation
was monitored online, using EMG to ensure a constant average level of activity around 100 lV. With the coil held
over the same hotspot, TMS intensity was then lowered by
1% increments from rMT. The lowest intensity for which
peak-to-peak MEPs greater than 100 lV above baseline
EMG occurred in 5 out of 10 trials was designated the
aMT. Throughout rMT and aMT procedures, subjects were
frequently asked to keep their eyes open, while looking
forward in the dark.

Phosphene Thresholding Procedures
All PT procedures were done with the FDI muscles
relaxed. To elicit phosphenes, the coil was positioned
with the handle pointing upwards, parallel to the subject’s spine [Antal et al., 2003b; Boroojerdi et al., 2002;
Stewart et al., 2001b]. The initial position of the coil was
midline, 2 cm above the inion. Single pulses of TMS were
delivered over occipital cortex, while the coil was moved
over a 1 3 1 cm2 interval grid marked on the lycra cap.
The coil was moved systematically over the left visual
cortex to induce the perception of phosphenes in the right
visual ﬁeld. All phosphene percepts were initially
determined at 100% MSO. The phosphene localization
procedure was designed to maximize the likelihood that
reliable phosphenes were detected: during our ﬁrst pass
over the grid, participants were asked to attend to the
whole visual ﬁeld and report the presence or absence of
any induced visual phenomena after each TMS pulse. If
they did not report a reliable phosphene, each site on the
grid was tested three times at 100% MSO. After a 10-minbreak, the concept of a phosphene was explained again,
and the whole procedure was repeated all over again. After this screening procedure, if no phosphene was
reported, we felt it reasonable to stop.
Once a valid phosphene was reported, the coil was
moved until a bright, reliable phosphene was reported in a
paracentral location approximately within the central 88 of
the visual ﬁeld. Phosphene location was reported by participants either by indicating the approximate position of
the phosphene percept in visual space by pointing out in
front of themselves or pointing on the front of the goggles,
whichever they felt more comfortable doing. Uncertain
responses were classiﬁed as absent phosphenes, but often
suggested that either coil location and/or intensity was
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close to parameters that would induce reproducible phosphenes. Positive responses were then qualiﬁed as either
central or peripheral in nature. The quality of the visual
phenomena was further assessed with open questions (textured, colored, shaped and so on). Candidate phosphenes
were validated by moving the coil laterally to ensure that
the perceived phosphene shifted location in a predictable
manner, validating the retinotopic nature of the visual percept. The location that evoked the brightest and most reliable phosphene was designated the visual hotspot. Then,
from the suprathreshold intensity, intensities were lowered
by 1% increments. The lowest stimulation intensity at
which stable phosphenes were perceived in at least 5 of 10
stimulations was recorded as the PT.
TMS-induced phosphene perception can be improved by
training in individuals over time or by a period of dark
adaptation [Boroojerdi et al., 2000a]. Most studies using
phosphenes for calibration purposes have not typically
trained participants to see phosphenes before a thresholding session, however our phosphene screening procedure
gave multiple opportunities for subjects to become familiar
with the concept and appearance of TMS induced phosphenes. We dark-adapted subjects for 45 min, during
which we were able to record motor thresholds on all subjects, while increasing chances of reliable phosphene detection. Also, because we approached PT by decreasing TMS
intensities, a phosphene was reported on every trial for the
early part of thresholding procedures allowing participants
to recognize a reliable precept of phosphenes before determining PT. This descending approach to phosphene
threshold was selected to reduce the risk of participants
having artiﬁcially high thresholds as they were not waiting
for a phosphene to appear, but rather for one that they
could already see to disappear.

Data Analysis
rMT, aMT, and PT were compared using one-way
repeated measures ANOVA with least signiﬁcant difference post-hoc contrasts. Pearson correlation coefﬁcients
were computed for each pair of threshold comparisons.
Signiﬁcance was set at P < 0.05 to assess differences from
the null hypotheses.

RESULTS
Resting and aMT were measurable in all 27 participants.
rMT ranged between 51 and 87% MSO (mean ¼ 70.4; SD
¼ 9.8); aMT ranged between 47 and 77% MSO (mean ¼
61.1; SD ¼ 7.9). 21 out of 27 participants saw reproducible
phosphenes and had a measurable PT ranging from 59
and 99% MSO (mean ¼ 82.2; SD ¼ 10.1) over the mean target site of 1 cm lateral and 3 cm above the inion. In most
participants, phosphenes were small, diffuse, white ﬂashes
in the paracenter of the visual ﬁeld that tended to grow
smaller and dimmer with lower stimulator intensities.
Four participants perceived colored static phosphenes.
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Figure 1.
(a) Relationship between phosphene thresholds (PT) and active motor thresholds (rMT). PT and
aMT are signiﬁcantly correlated (P ¼ 0.014). (b) Relationship between PT and resting motor
thresholds (rMT) (P ¼ 0.052). All thresholds are in percent of maximum stimulator output.
Subjects that did not perceive phosphenes revealed a
slightly higher aMT and rMT (aMT 65.3 6 5.3 SD, rMT
74.7 6 8.9) compared with subjects who did perceive phosphenes (aMT 59.9 6 8.2 SD; rMT 69.2 6 9.9), but the differences were not signiﬁcant (aMT, P ¼ 0.14; rMT P ¼
0.24).
Repeated measures ANOVA revealed signiﬁcant differences between thresholds [F(2,40) ¼ 2642, P < 0.001]. Posthoc contrasts revealed signiﬁcant differences between each
pair of thresholds: (a) rMT vs. aMT: mean difference 6 SD
¼ 9.33 6 3.98, P < 0.001, (b) rMT vs. PT: 13.76 6 9.59, P <
0.001, and (c) aMT vs. PT: 22.33 6 9.02, P < 0.0001.
There was a strong positive correlation between rMT
and aMT (r ¼ 0.92; P < 0.001). A signiﬁcant positive correlation was also found between aMT and PT (r ¼ 0.53; P ¼
0.014; Fig. 1a). A trend toward a correlation was present
between rMT and PT (r ¼ 0.43; P ¼ 0.052, Fig. 1b).

DISCUSSION
In contrast to previous reports [Antal et al., 2003b; Boroojerdi et al., 2002; Gerwig et al., 2003; Stewart et al.,
2001b], we found a signiﬁcant correlation between aMT
and PT with a trend toward signiﬁcance between rMT and
PT. While the aMT and PT correlation was modest, with
aMT accounting for 27.8% of the group variance in PT, our
ﬁnding is the ﬁrst to suggest such a relation between TMS
thresholds in visual and motor cortex. Such a correlation is
consistent with the idea that there is an element of global
excitability speciﬁc to each subject if the thresholding procedures are similar for motor and visual cortex. While it
may be useful to determine TMS intensities with relevant
region- and task-speciﬁc thresholds [Robertson et al.,
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2003], the present data suggest that aMT may help guide
stimulation intensity over the visual cortex, and perhaps
over other nonmotor regions. More clearly, as our ﬁnding
is at variance with other studies using different methodologies, these data underscore the sensitivity of motor or PT
to the details of the thresholding protocol, lighting conditions, and eyes-open or eyes-closed state. This advocates
for brain mapping studies that use TMS to provide
detailed statements of procedures, methodology, and TMS
factors used when measuring reference thresholds and
establishing experimental intensities over various brain
regions.
The use of different approaches toward threshold (up,
down, or other) and different states of visual input (eyes
open or closed/blindfolded), employed in previous studies
during MT and PT determinations, may have limited the
ability to ﬁnd a correlation between the two measures.
Our emphasis on systematic parallel methodology for
measuring MT and PT may have been critical in producing
our positive ﬁndings.
All prior studies reported slightly different protocols for
approaching PT. Stewart et al. [2001b] determined PT by
decreasing or increasing TMS intensity in 5% increments
from a starting point of 60% MSO. Two studies
approached PT from below by increasing intensities in 1
or 2% increments [Antal et al., 2003b; Boroojerdi et al.,
2002]. Gerwig et al. [2003] established PT by ﬁrst increasing intensities by 5% increments to then randomly
increasing and decreasing intensities by additional 2%
increments.
In contrast, details about MT procedures were relatively
sparse. One study reported approaching MT downward
by reducing intensities by 2% increments [Stewart et al.,
2001b]. Other studies provided few details about the
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approach to MT determination [Antal et al., 2003b; Boroojerdi et al., 2002; Stewart et al., 2001b]. Notably, while a
downward approach to threshold has been recommended
for MT in recent guidelines [Rothwell et al., 1999], none of
the previous studies reported a downward approach to PT
[Antal et al., 2003b; Boroojerdi et al., 2002; Gerwig et al.,
2003; Stewart et al., 2001b].
Since both MEPs and phosphene perception show substantial trial-to-trial variability, all MT and PT thresholding
procedures in the present and prior studies have used a
statistical endpoint of at least 50% detection of behavioral
outcome (MEP or phosphene perception) out of 6–10 test
pulses. However, such statistical endpoints may produce
different thresholds depending on whether it is systematically approached from below or from above. Consequently, it has been proposed to deﬁne MT as the mean of
two thresholds, one from above and one from below [Mills
and Nithi, 1997]. However, this method is time-consuming
and no more reliable than measuring thresholds by consistently approaching it downward [Tranulis et al., 2006].
However, MTs obtained with different techniques in the
same subject can differ by as much as 8% of MSO [Mills
and Nithi, 1997]. Although comparable data regarding
differences in PT when approached differently are not
available, we explicitly adopted a consistently downward
threshold search for both MT and PT.
Previous studies investigating MT and PT correlations
performed PT determinations with either closed eyes
[Antal et al., 2003b] or blindfolds [Antal et al., 2003b; Boroojerdi et al., 2002; Gerwig et al., 2003; Stewart et al.,
2001b]. In contrast, lighting conditions during MT determination procedures were either done with eyes open
[Stewart et al., 2001b] or not reported [Antal et al., 2003b;
Boroojerdi et al., 2002; Gerwig et al., 2003; Stewart et al.,
2001b]. In either case, it is unlikely that explicit attention
was taken to ensure comparable visual exposure and eyelid state during both MT and PT procedures.
Although PT does not change signiﬁcantly under brief
exposure to different lighting conditions [Kammer and
Beck, 2002], longer periods of dark adaptation reduce PT
and increase the yield of TMS induced phosphenes [Boroojerdi et al., 2000a; Marg and Rudiak, 1994]. We determined
PT after 45 min of darkness, a time point by which most
dark adaptation has taken place [Boroojerdi et al., 2000a].
Even though dark adaptation may continue beyond this
time point, PT determinations at the same point in time
allows reasonable comparisons between subjects. Since
time of dark adaptation was not set in most other studies
comparing MT and PT [Antal et al., 2003b; Boroojerdi
et al., 2002; Gerwig et al., 2003; Stewart et al., 2001b], our
data suggest that aMT may correlate mainly with a sufﬁciently dark-adapted PT.
Even if no light is present, having eyes open or closed
differentially inﬂuences cortical network activation and
cortical excitability. An fMRI study demonstrated that activation patterns differ between eyes-open and eyes-closed
conditions in darkness [Marx et al., 2004]. Whereas visual
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cortex showed greater activation and geniculate nucleus
smaller activation under the eyes-open condition, visuomotor structures (e.g., prefrontal and parietal cortices, frontal
eye ﬁelds, cerebellar vermis, thalamus, and basal ganglia)
revealed greater activation under the eyes-closed condition. In addition, TMS studies have reported that, after
dark adaptation, motor cortex excitability is increased
[Leon-Sarmiento et al., 2005], an effect comparable to the
decreased phosphene threshold after light deprivation
[Boroojerdi et al., 2001], possibly due to GABAergic and
glutamatergic mechanisms from corticocortical networks
connecting motor and visual areas [Bullier et al., 1996;
Fadiga et al., 2000; Leon-Sarmiento et al., 2005]. Thus, it
seems apparent that the degree of light exposure and having eyes open or closed critically affects both brain activation patterns and cortical excitabilty. However, unlike PT
[Boroojerdi et al., 2001], the time course of how MT might
vary with light deprivation is not known and it is unclear
to what degree 15 min of dark-adaptation might have had,
if any, on our MT measurements. Because of the possibility
of different time-courses for dark-adaptation effects, we
chose to measure MT and PT consistently at 15 and
45 minutes respectively after donning goggles rather than
randomize the order of MT/PT determinations between
subjects.
As expected and consistent with prior literature, we
found signiﬁcant differences between group mean rMTs,
aMTs, and PTs. Within each subject, thresholds were consistently highest for PT and lowest for aMT. Because muscle contraction reduces variability of the spinal excitability
by ensuring suprathreshold activation of spinal motor neurons, similar to other reports, we found that variability of
aMT was lower than rMT [Antal et al., 2003b; Nitsche
et al., 2005]. Voluntary muscle contraction raises motor
cortical excitability (lower aMT), while reducing the spinal
contribution toward variability [Kiers et al., 1993]. In parallel, it is possible that raised visual cortical excitability
(lower PT) with dark-adaptation [Boroojerdi et al., 2000a]
may also reduce the variability of PT which is yet, to our
knowledge, to be systematically examined. Thus, we note
that our correlation was identiﬁed between aMT and darkadapted PT, both of which represent conditions of
increased excitability and possibly of reduced variability
or measurement noise. Kiers et al. [1993] suggested that
during a relaxed muscle state, changes in cortical excitability in different regions may be relatively independent
whereas these changes may be positively correlated during
voluntary muscle contraction. By changing tonic levels of
variability speciﬁc to each modality tested, i.e. for motor
responses, removing spinal inhibition by muscle contraction; for visual percepts, increasing cortical excitability by
dark adaptation, noise in measurements can be reduced.
Further, aMT and the PT we measured are likely related
to the cortical elements or circuitry speciﬁc to the coil position and orientation used. Differences in magnetic stimulation parameters between PT and MT procedures also
potentially limit correlations within studies. In one study,
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different stimulator models which generate different waveform types were used for PT and MT determination [Antal
et al., 2003b]. Two studies used paired-pulse TMS over the
occipital lobe, while single-pulse TMS was used for MT
[Antal et al., 2003b; Boroojerdi et al., 2002]. For MT determinations, coil orientation was consistently oriented perpendicular to the central sulcus; for PT determinations, the
coil handle was held upward in three studies [Antal et al.,
2003b; Boroojerdi et al., 2002; Stewart et al., 2001b] and laterally in one study [Gerwig et al., 2003]. To control for
these factors, we employed the same stimulator and
applied single-pulse TMS for all thresholding procedures.
Although recent studies suggest a lateral preference for
current orientation for phosphene induction [Kammer,
1999], we used the cranio-caudal direction used in most
previous MT and PT studies [Antal et al., 2003b; Boroojerdi et al., 2002; Stewart et al., 2001b].
Whether cortico-cortical or/and cortico-spinal axons are
activated in the hand area depend on the orientation of
the TMS-applied magnetic ﬁeld and the shape of the coil
[Di Lazzaro et al., 2003]. For example, with a biphasic
stimulator, both biphasic pulses may activate different descending volleys depending on the stimulus intensity and
the direction of current ﬂow. When the current is characterized by a lateromedial direction, such as was the case in
this study, both the cortico-spinal and cortico-cortical
axons are activated. Although it has been suggested that
the level of muscle contraction does not affect the amplitude of the D-wave induced by lateromedial magnetic
stimulation, the level of excitability of the pyramidal tract
neurons lead to an increase in the size and number of the
I-wave volleys [Di Lazzaro et al., 2003]. Consequently, the
ﬁnding that resting and active muscle states may recruit
different axonal elements may also partially explain why
aMT, but not rMT was found correlated to PT. Similarly,
PT is also sensitive to coil orientation with a preference
for an induced lateromedial current direction [Kammer
et al., 2001a], which suggests that the PT we determined
is speciﬁc for our biphasic current and vertical coil orientation.
Our correlation is limited to those volunteers who saw
phosphenes. We found no signiﬁcant differences in either
aMT or rMT in the six subjects that did not see phosphenes versus those who did see phosphenes. While some
studies report that all their subjects discerned phosphenes
[Boroojerdi et al., 2002; Rauschecker et al., 2004; Stewart
et al., 2001b], other studies found a similar percentage of
subjects lacked phosphene perception [Antal et al.,
2003a,b; Boroojerdi et al., 2000b; Meyer et al., 1991; Sparing
et al., 2005]. It is not certain that subjects who do not see
phosphenes simply have higher than measurable thresholds [Chronicle and Mulleners, 2004]. For example, it may
be differences in cortical anatomy or intrinsic differences
in posterior cortical organization that could account some
subjects from not perceiving phosphenes. Meister et al.
[2003] proposed that the difference in phosphene perception may be found in different regions of visual cortical
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r

excitability: people who see phosphenes were associated
with greater BOLD activation in primary striate and
early extrastriate visual cortex, while those who do not
perceive phosphenes were associated with higher
BOLD activation in higher extrastriate areas [Meister et al.,
2003].
Although we matched many psychophysical aspects of
MT and PT procedures, we recognize that our procedures
were not purely parallel. MT was objectively quantiﬁed by
MEP amplitudes, while PT depended on subjective reporting. While the problem of phosphene perception is by
nature a subjective one, future studies might more closely
match MT procedures by asking subjects to report on their
perception of muscle twitches following TMS over the
motor cortex. Scalp–brain distances also differ over motor
and visual cortices and without MRI scans, we could not
adjust thresholds for scalp–brain distances as has been
proposed [Stokes et al., 2005]. We did not quantitatively
control force or baseline EMG amplitude for aMT, but
rather monitored baseline EMG qualitatively online, while
subjects squeezed with a pinch grip estimated at 10–15%
of maximal voluntary force, a level above which further
MEP facilitation is minimal [Mills, 1999]. While this procedure is comparable to some routine assessments of aMT, it
also likely introduces greater noise in the aMT measurement than if controlled. Future studies might control baseline force or EMG more closely during aMT assessment. In
addition, follow-up correlational studies that use two fully
blinded investigators to measure thresholds may help further clarify this issue. With these limitations accounted for,
it is possible our mild correlation between aMT and dark
adapted PT could have been further strengthened.
Physiologic differences and similarities exist between
motor and visual cortices that may affect correlations
between PT and MT. For example, paired-pulse TMS studies over the motor cortex show differential excitatory or
inhibitory effects dependent on the interstimulus interval
(ISI); in contrast, phosphene detection is facilitated with
paired-pulse TMS over visual cortices, independently of
ISI [Sparing et al., 2005]. Pharmacologic studies with TMS
have shown that MT can be affected by drugs that block
voltage-gated sodium and calcium channels (e.g., carbamazepine, phenytoin, and lamotrigine) [Boroojerdi, 2002;
Chen et al., 1997b; Manganotti et al., 1999; Ziemann et al.,
1996b], while being unaffected by drugs that block GABA
receptors (e.g., lorazepam, diazepam, vigabatrin) [Boroojerdi, 2002; Inghilleri et al., 1996; Ziemann et al., 1996a,b].
In contrast, these drug classes did not affect PT [Boroojerdi, 2002]. These differences continue to underscore the
use of region-speciﬁc thresholds when possible as reference thresholds for TMS studies.
On the other hand, a common excitability across the
brain has been proposed in discussions of neurological disorders with either increased or decreased excitability (e.g.,
exempliﬁed by epilepsy as a disorder of hyperexcitability)
[Saugstad, 2005], and some neurophysiologic features of
motor and visual cortices have been found to be similar.
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For example, both MT and PT increase with hyperventilation [Sparing et al., 2007]; cortical excitability, as measured
by either MT or PT, is reduced by 1 Hz rTMS over each
area [Boroojerdi et al., 2000b; Chen et al., 1997a]; and,
rapid plasticity paradigms such as ischemic deafferentation
over the motor cortex or dark-adaptation over the visual
cortices are both dependent on GABA and NMDA receptors [Boroojerdi et al., 2001; Bueteﬁsch et al., 2000; Ziemann et al., 2004]. Speciﬁcally, some features of synaptic
plasticity [long-term potentiation (LTP) and long-term
depression (LTD)], within both primary motor and visual
cortex appear similar [Bear, 1996; Boroojerdi et al., 2001;
Bueteﬁsch et al., 2000; Gilbert, 1998; Sanes and Donoghue,
2000; Ziemann et al., 2004]. In the motor cortex, LTP is
dependent on NMDA activation and reduced GABA-ergic
inhibition [Hess and Donoghue, 1994; Otsuki et al., 1998],
while being unaffected by sodium and calcium channel
modulation [Bueteﬁsch et al., 2000; Otsuki et al., 1998].
Similarly, the direction of GABA-ergic inhibition and
NMDA receptor activation, essential for LTP, have been
linked with visual plasticity as well [Artola and Singer,
1987; Bear, 1996; Quinlan et al., 1999], while being independent of sodium channel blockade [Boroojerdi et al.,
2001]. This evidence of shared neurophysiologic features
between motor and visual cortices may suggest a rationale
for our correlation.

CONCLUSION
Using procedurally similar approaches toward thresholding, we report a signiﬁcant correlation between aMT
over motor cortex and dark-adapted PT over visual cortex.
This correlation provides evidence that a shared, signiﬁcant global contribution to cortical responsiveness to TMS
might be present over different cortical regions. Our data
suggest that TMS thresholds are sensitive to details of
thresholding procedure, lighting conditions, and eyesopen/eyes-closed state and invite a re-evaluation of methods of threshold determination when comparisons are
being made across regions. Since aMT are easily measured,
our data suggest the possibility of using aMT as a guide to
calibrate TMS intensities during TMS mapping studies
over the visual cortex and possibly other nonmotor cortical
regions. In addition, our correlation provides a rationale
for current guidelines that calibrate TMS intensity for repetitive TMS applications based on MT regardless of cortical target [Wassermann, 1998].
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